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Good afternoon. Today I’m presenting some initial findings from some follow on
research from a chapter I wrote with Dan Ashton from Winchester School of Art, on
vlogging expertise, collaboration and authenticity. Today I’m going to focus on the
labour of performing expertise in the specific area of beauty vlogging, which itself
requires a great deal of subject expertise. I will highlight the role of intermediaries,
specifically agents and Multi Channel Networks, in this area and some of the
challenges these intermediaries present for vlogging as a form of media production
and media labour.
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Vlogging – “fun, free and authentic” (Duffy and Wissinger, 2017)
“Vloggers possess a certain amount of expertise in their area, which is
crucial to their success. Focusing only on videos and performance [...]
overlooks the extensive and diverse skills and demands associated with
vlogging” (Ashton and Patel, 2018:164).
Ashton, D. and Patel, K. (2018) Vlogging Careers: Everyday Expertise, Collaboration and Authenticity
in S. Taylor and S. Luckman, eds. The 'New Normal' of Working Lives: Critical Studies in
Contemporary Work and Employment. Palgrave Macmillan, 147-170.

So myself and Dan’s initial chapter is out now in an edited collection by Susan
Luckman and Stephanie Taylor on the new normal of working lives. In this chapter we
highlight the labour and expertise of popular vloggers - the work it takes to compose,
script and edit videos, the labour behind the polished performance on camera. This is
situated within a wider context of Vlogging often being positioned as a viable career
for those with passion for a particular subject. Vlogging seemingly allows people a
relatively accessible way in to a creative career, where you can be “fun, free and
authentic” (Duffy and Wissinger, 2017). These narratives, found in career and ‘how to
guides’, mask the demands vlogging as a creative career. And, as Dan and I argue in
our chapter: “vloggers possess a certain amount of expertise in their area, which is
crucial to their success. Focusing only on videos and performance [...] overlooks the
extensive and diverse skills and demands associated with vlogging” (p.164).
What I am interested in now is the actual content of the videos in the area of beauty
vlogging, an extremely popular genre of vlogging which is dominated by women.
There has been some previous work done on beauty blogging, for example Michele
White’s analysis of nail polish bloggers in the edited collection Cupcakes, Pinterest
and Ladyporn. Her work refers to nail blogging in relation to femininity and feminine
identity. Here I’m focusing on ideas of expertise in beauty vlogging, and how the
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labour of performing expertise is mediated and sometimes exploited by
intermediaries looking to profit from this extremely popular form of online
expression.
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Stephanie Nicole

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oCTTjdRnh3o

So here is an example of a beauty vlogger, this is Stephanie Nicole. She is an American
beauty vlogger, who works in the beauty industry herself. She says she does this for a
hobby. This is a video that responds to a particular demand from her audience, on
facial oils.
[show https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oCTTjdRnh3o 0.52 to 2.00]
So this clip is not just someone putting creams and powders on their face, this is
someone who seems to know about the science of beauty at a pretty detailed level,
and is able to translate that into accessible language for her audience, a lot like a
teacher or a lecturer. But she’s doing it essentially for free. She may get some money
for promoting products, but it’s likely to not be a huge amount.
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Expertise
Specialist skills and knowledge developed over time, which can be
appropriated to a given situation, and is recognised as such.
PhD - aesthetic expertise – “involves a knowledge of aesthetic codes
and classifications, and skill in mastering the tools and techniques to
produce a work of aesthetic value that is recognised and legitimated.”

Stephanie Nicole’s employment in the beauty industry is an advantage - she has the
education and experience, and has gained the knowledge and skills needed to talk
about aspects of beauty vlogging in this way. This, for me, is what expertise is. It’s
being able to draw on specialist skills and knowledge, which you have developed over
time, and being able to appropriate those skills and knowledge in a given situation,
and which is recognised as expertise. This idea of expertise is based on what I
developed in my previous work on artists and signalling expertise on social media, in
which I developed a definition of aesthetic expertise which applies to cultural
producers, as shown here. In my PhD I highlighted the importance of knowledge,
training, being able to talk about your work and signal expertise for artists, and this is
also true of vloggers, as Dan and I discuss in our chapter too.
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“Female culture of shared knowledge” (White, 2015:144)

In this research most of the popular beauty vloggers that I’ve looked at are very
knowledgeable, and have that ability to translate that knowledge into accessible
content for audiences. The comments demonstrate how that expertise is recognised
and useful for audiences, for example one of the comments for Stephanie Nicole’s
video describes how they use her content as a teaching resource. This is also
identified by Michelle White in her analysis of nail bloggers, she notes how readers
respond to tutorials, express their appreciation of the information, creating a female
culture of shared knowledge online. This shared expertise demonstrates how the
online culture of beauty vlogging and blogging can be about more than creative selfexpression, community building, or even conformance to traditional ideas of
femininity and postfeminism as identified in critiques of beauty practices by Sandra
Bartky and Susan Bordo.
What I noticed was how polished and well edited the videos were. Even Stephanie
Nicole, who claimed to do this as a hobby, demonstrated some sophisticated editing
and title sequences in her videos. The packaging and presentation of beauty vlogging
videos is somewhat determined by the wider conventions of the beauty vlogging
industry, some of which are governed by Multi Channel Networks and Influencer
Agencies. Youtube define Multi Channel Networks as third-party service providers
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that affiliate with multiple YouTube channels to offer services that may include
audience development, content programming, creator collaborations, digital rights
management and monetisation. Influencer agencies are another type of
intermediary, which basically act as agents for vloggers - getting them work, book
deals, TV deals, dealing with PR, and so on. Influencer agencies are responsible for
making vloggers into stars. These are two distinct types of vlogging intermediary with
a role in how vlogging conventions are reproduced across genres. Beauty vlogging is
of interest here because of concerns highlighted in research around the aesthetic
labour of women, the imperative to look good in the online space and those
connections to postfeminism and neoliberalism, which I will go into later.
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An example of an influencer agency is Max Connectors, based in Australia. They are
an agency specifically for beauty and lifestyle influencers. Influencers can include not
just vloggers, but also highly visible users on other social media platforms,
particularly Instagram.
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Interestingly they have a ‘talentlab’ programme designed to “nurture rising beauty
and lifestyle creators who are ready to take their passion to the next level.” The
programme aims to help people maximise reach, enhance relationships, and so on.
There is no acknowledgement of needing to actually know your stuff, or have a level
of expertise, in your field. It seems you just need to have ‘passion’. It’s not central to
my argument in this paper but it’s worth highlighting the reference to a ‘select group
of ambitious talent’ which is an example of Mark Banks’ argument about the wider
creative industries as ultimately discriminatory and difficult to access, legitimised by
notions of ‘talent’. Essentially this is driven by the idea that if you have the talent and
the passion, you can make it, regardless of background, access to resources, social
class, race and so on, which is simply not true. In this call there is no reference to
maybe needing some knowledge and skills about beauty in the first place. So what do
they mean by ‘talent’? Is it charisma? Looks? The selection process is not clear on the
website.
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So one thing these intermediaries do is direct and reproduce the aesthetics of beauty
vlogging presentation. They standardise the look of the videos. For example, Max
Connectors here is a little different from the traditional bedroom or home setting
commonly associated with vlogging. Instead there is a plain background, the vloggers
are quite close to the camera, they are well lit. It is quite a professionalised,
standardised result.
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Multi channel networks are also responsible for the packaging and standardisation of
videos. There are around 251 Youtube Certified MCNs. They can help with branding,
marketing, video editing, collaboration, music, everything apart from the actual
content itself. As Youtube describes, Multi Channel Networks are there to help
vloggers and content creators ‘turn your ambition into action’. Take them to the next
level, turn their hobby into a viable career.
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One of the biggest multi channel networks in the beauty industry is Style Haul, a
“global marketing services and media company” which aims to, to quote them “bring URL to IRL, uniting brands, creators and the style obsessed”. So here there is an
emphasis on obsession, or passion for style, and the idea of creation. Primarily it
seeks to connect vloggers with brands, to help them monetise their content. They say
that they bring the “essential creativity, intelligence, resources, relationships and
experience to create branded content that shapes commerce and culture”. They offer
a whole raft of expertise, seemingly taking the load off vloggers and allowing them to
focus on their passion. It’s not really clear from the website the options vloggers have
- there is a PDF with a vague list of services but no indication of how much these
services could cost. There is no information about selection either - do they accept
anybody? What is their criteria? They claim to have worked with Zoella, so it seems
they may be the type of agency which headhunts people - you need to have put in a
lot of hard work and gained a decent following in the first place in order to be helped
by this sort of agency.
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The prevalence of multi channel networks, influencer agencies, and the vlogging
conventions which have evolved over the years, has led to some common tropes
which are being reproduced in beauty vlogging and becoming standardised and
professionalised. For example the bedroom/home informal setting, cityscapes and
aspiration which is quite striking in these two opening titles here, the face to camera,
many examples of which we have seen already. In many cases of popular vloggers,
these women’s homes, bodies and faces are subject to processes of intermediation,
standardisation and polishing.
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Aesthetic labour
“Appearance is, we suggest, thoroughly social and cultural, and
however quirkily they self-style, few people live outside the fashionbeauty complex entirely. Even rejections of it are patterned”
(Elias, Gill and Scharff, 2017:19).
Labour of performing expertise and aesthetic labour

This highlights issues around the aesthetic labour of beauty vlogging. Elias, Gill and
Scharff argue in their collection on aesthetic labour that women’s appearance is,
more than ever, subject to neoliberal capitalism and its, to quote them, “relentless
exhortation to be active, entrepreneurial, self-optimising subjects”. They argue that:
“appearance is, we suggest, thoroughly social and cultural, and however quirkily they
self-style, few people live outside the fashion-beauty complex entirely. Even
rejections of it are patterned” (2017:19). Their argument highlights how neoliberal
capitalism characterises the self-governance and self-management of the
entrepreneurial, aesthetic self, where appearance is another project to be managed
and potentially capitalised on. In this sense hierarchical, patriarchal and state power
works within and through the self. While there is labour involved in beauty vloggers’
performance of expertise, in terms of demonstrating their subject knowledge and
application of technique, as well as participating in online communities of shared
knowledge, there is also labour involved in making sure their online presentations –
of both themselves and their set and staging - conform to the aesthetic conventions
increasingly directed and reproduced by intermediaries.
I suggest that intermediaries and influencers are to an extent tapping into this labour
and profiting from it. They sell their services as a golden opportunity for vloggers to
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take their passion, their talent, to the next level. The case of Michelle Phan, however,
highlights how intermediaries can be damaging and exploitative.
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Michelle Phan – Why I Left

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UuGpm01SPcA

Michelle Phan, if you haven’t heard of her, is a world famous beauty vlogger. The
most recent video on her official channel is from 10 months ago, and this is because
she stopped, and this video explains why. She starts off by describing how her parents
wanted to go to medical school, but instead she went to art school because she
wanted to be creative and feel fulfilled. She then found YouTube and started her
beauty channel in 2006. Part of Michelle’s story parallels with academic and popular
accounts about the art world and art careers - not least because of her going to art
school. The idea of pursuing a dream, being creative, being happy, expressing herself
were all important values as she began her career. This clip picks up from when she
began her Youtube channel:
[Play 1-2 minutes of video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UuGpm01SPcA 02.4904.51]
It’s interesting how the intermediaries, the higher ups as she described, are literally
depicted as men in suits around a table. The symbol of the type of power, working
through the self and governing the self, which Michelle found to be too much to bear.
She goes on to describe how her busyness got out of control, and how curating her
online presence became mentally damaging, governed by aesthetic labour and
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‘Glamour labour’ a term used by Elizabeth Wissinger. Phan describes how she left her
agency, her Youtube channel and went on a retreat with no phones or social media to
clear her head and find herself again.
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Interestingly, since this Michelle has started up her own multi-channel network for
beauty vloggers called Icon, in partnership with television company Endemol. On
Youtube the network has over 450,000 subscribers. Phan has used her existing fame
to leverage the creation of this network which, as they describe on their Youtube
channel, is “a community that believes in the power of unity, curiosity, adventure and
the limitless mind. Most importantly we believe EVERYONE IS AN ICON.” It is an
interesting use of inclusive language, running counter to the selectivity of
intermediaries such as Maxconnectors and Style Haul.
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Phan’s creation of her own multi channel network, it seems, is a response to the
potentially damaging role of agencies and intermediaries. Her experience suggests
that when intermediaries become involved, not only do you need to be an expert in
beauty, you also need to be a social media, PR, web expert too, even though these
companies claim to help with those things. It is implied in Phan’s video that
intermediaries can exploit labour, package it, and do not necessarily offer any day to
day or pastoral support, and no amount of money can compensate for that. This is
crucial given that these are relatively young women, and while they may have dreams
of fame and stardom, it does not mean that they are prepared for it.
While they may offer the dream for vloggers to take their passion to the next level,
and allow young women to demonstrate their expertise and creativity, I suggest that
vlogging intermediaries reinforce hierarchies and patriarchal power in their
exploitation of beauty vlogging. When a beauty vlogger becomes appealing to big
business, intermediaries turn their labour, their expertise and their appearance into a
polished package, sometimes turning a hobby or passion into an almost
unmanageable nightmare.
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This is corroborated by stories from other vloggers such as Zoella confessing how
difficult it is to be suddenly famous, how the pressures of being a vlogger can be too
much. And yet platforms such as Youtube are making it easier for anyone to
showcase their passion and expertise, providing opportunities to plug into multi
channel networks which can polish and promote your videos, but at a cost.
Beauty vlogging is much more than sitting in front of a camera and talking. It requires
skills and specialist expertise like any other area of creative work. And like other areas
of creative work it is also highly pressurised, precarious and unequal.
Female vloggers in this particular area are of course directed by the imperative to
look good in appearance, and their face is often the canvas of their art and for
showcasing techniques and knowledge, which is important in the beauty business,
and always has been. However also of concern here is the aesthetic and glamour
labour of beauty vlogging and fame. This opens women up to scrutiny and judgement
online, which only ramps up the pressure particularly if they ‘make it’. Their passion
and expertise that they have built, for them can become lost in the pressure and the
fame, as in the case of Michelle Phan, and this only became so when she was picked
up by an agency.
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The number of confessional blogs and videos from vloggers, leaving social media or
confessing that it is all becoming a bit too much, points to a much bigger problem
affecting young women in particular who decide to embark on a career in beauty
vlogging, with the help of an intermediary. These stories suggest that the companies
and agencies behind these polished videos need further exploration and questioning
with regards to their role in the beauty vlogging industry, and their exploitation of
beauty vloggers’ labour.
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Thank You
Karen.patel@bcu.ac.uk
@KarenPatel
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